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From Pea to Pumpkin: A Baby Journal 2015-04-01 my little pea my little pumpkin my little baby gather your baby s

moments and milestones from the first year inside this beautiful garden inspired baby book place photos document

quick thoughts with easy breezy prompts chart your baby s day and create a keepsake of loving moments that will

last forever this gorgeously illustrated book is perfect for busy moms and their growing wonders

From Pea to Pumpkin 2013-03-05 chronicle your pregnancy journey record your favorite memories and create a

cherished keepsake for your soon to be pumpkin every pregnancy is full of little moments of hope of promise and of

laughter showcasing your baby s weekly progress with watercolor fruits and veggies growing in size from pea to

pumpkin this journal is the perfect place to record the memories most important to you includes watercolor fruits and

veggies a new one for each week dozens of easy breezy fill in prompts spots for ultrasounds and photos ribbon

bookmark for easy placeholding for both first time mothers and moms adding another little one to their pumpkin

patch this beautifully designed guided journal is something your family and your child will cherish forever

Sweet Pea in the Pumpkin Patch 2013-04 based on the success of yummy easy quick matt preston has done it

again and this time he s gone global here are 135 of matt s favourite iconic dishes from 11 of the world s great

cuisines all of which are quick to prepare using easy to find ingredients ditch the food delivery app and up your

kitchen game with more yummy easy and quick meals the whole family will love this is a specially formatted fixed

layout ebook that retains the look and feel of the print book

Pea, Bee, and Jay #6: the Big Bully 2023-07-05 embrace a healthier flexible vegetarian and vegan lifestyle with the

option of including meat and other animal products now and then ethical meals and sustainable living have become

hot topics and making the lifestyle shift may take some time but making the full transition to vegetarian or vegan can

be hard and not something everyone wants to do for those who want to get healthy while cutting their meat intake

and environmental impact the flexitarian diet with its mix of vegetarian and healthy recipes might be the perfect way

the modern flexitarian is filled with meat free recipes dairy free meals and healthy cooking ideas with a twist each

page features sustainable meals with suggestions on how to include meat dairy eggs or fish within the book you ll

uncover more than 100 easy to prepare flexible vegetarian or vegan recipes every dish is accompanied by a full

color photograph features recipes for every meal type including breakfast and brunch lunch dinner desserts and

snacks the plant based cookbook helps you eat more plants while moderating your meat consumption the modern

flexitarian is a wonderful resource for healthy cooking ideas that will inspire you to make more socially responsible

meal choices although entirely giving up meat or animal related products can be difficult this book eases the process

and inspires the most delicious meat free meals this inspiring book is brimming with tips on how to get started sound

advice on getting the right nutrients and a sample weekly menu and with plenty of options from which to choose you

can still satisfy your cravings while reducing your impact on the environment and improving your health

Yummy, Easy, Quick: Around the World 2018-10-30 a hands on holistic guide to self care based on the ancient
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wisdom of ayurveda learn how to build a daily personal practice using food breath movement and meditation to stay

balanced and nourished through the seasons nourishment comes in many forms it s the food you eat how you

breathe and move your body and the way you establish your daily routine living ayurveda weaves together the

ancient wisdom of ayurveda and yoga in a modern accessible way to provide a season by season guide for living a

vibrantly rich year part cookbook part lifestyle manual each chapter includes simple vegetarian recipes seasonal

rituals and self care practices to cultivate your inner wisdom and feed your body mind and spirit in this book you ll

find 80 delicious vegetarian recipes to balance the body and strengthen digestion through the seasons illustrated

menu guides and cooking tips that demystify the process of building a balanced meal yoga sequences and breathing

techniques to help align with the energy of each season seasonal rituals based on moon cycles to strengthen your

intuition and develop a personal routine at home learn from ancient wisdom to know yourself intimately be open to

new discoveries and see where this path takes you to allow a deeper wisdom to blossom in your life

Modern Flexitarian 2020-01-07 plants play a key role in purifying the biosphere of the toxic effects of industrial

activity this book shows how systematic application of the results of investigations into the metabolism of xenobiotics

foreign often toxic substances in plants could make a vastly increased contribution to planetary well being deep

physiological knowledge gained from an accumulation of experimental data enables the great differences between

the detoxifying abilities of different plants for compounds of different chemical nature to be optimally exploited hence

planting could be far more systematically adapted to actual environmental needs than is actually the case at present

the book could form the basis of specialist courses in universities and polytechnics devoted to environmental

management and advanced courses in plant physiology and biochemistry for botany and integrative biology students

fundamental plant physiology and biochemistry from the molecular level to whole plants and ecosystems are

interwoven in a powerful and natural way making this a unique contribution to the field

Living Ayurveda 2020-11-24 india being an agrarian society has always regarded agriculture as the back bone of her

economy time and again the agriculture sector has highlighted its importance by contribution towards the overall

growth of the whole nation agricultural science is a broad multidisciplinary field of biology that encompasses the

parts of exact natural economic and social sciences that are used in the practice and understanding of agriculture as

the book name suggests master guide agriculture science covering various sections viz principle of crop production

gardening science soil science soil fertility and fertilizers agricultural economics genetics of plant breeding plant

pathology and entomology etc the study guide provides the complete syllabus into 8 units in total that are further

divided into 22 chapters giving complete theory in chapterwise manner sufficient number of mcqs has been

incorporated in each chapter apart from theory stuff this book also concentrates on the practice part providing latest

question papers of various exams the book will be equally useful for upsc state pscs ars jrf net bhu which covers the

subject of agriculture science as the book contains ample number study as well as practice material it for sure will
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help the aspirants score high in the upcoming examinations table of content unit 1 agriculture science uinit 2

gardening unit 3 genetics and plant breeding unit 4 soil science and fertility and fertilizers unit 5 plant pathology and

entomology unit 6 agriculture extensions and agricultural economics unit 7 agricultural statistics unit 8 animal science

and dairy science glossary question papers fso food safety officer exam 2019 aao assistant agriculture officer exam

2018 bhu msc agriculture entrance exam 2017

Biochemical Mechanisms of Detoxification in Higher Plants 2006-04-05 nutritious delicious and amazingly versatile

pumpkin provides necessary vitamins protein and complex carbohydrates to a balanced and healthy diet reap the

benefits of this superfood as you take advantage of its mellow flavor and smooth texture to add a new dimension to

your favorite dishes using both fresh and canned pumpkin deedee stovel offers 125 easy to follow recipes that

include thai pumpkin soup pumpkin pizza with gorgonzola cheese pumpkin panna cotta and of course pumpkin pie

dig in

Agriculture Science "a Complete Study Package" 2020-04-26 in recent years we ve come to realise that a healthy

gut is pivotal to a healthy metabolism a healthy brain and a healthy immune system the explosion of scientific

research in this field with csiro at the forefront has also led to the discovery that feeding our gut bacteria with a

particular type of fermentable fibre called resistant starch is a major piece in the gut health puzzle collectively gut

problems account for a disproportionate number of gp visits and hospitalisations rates of bowel cancer and other

intestinal conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease and irritable bowel syndrome are on the rise the good news

is that simple lifestyle changes to ensure a healthy high fibre diet with lots of resistant starch and tailored to your

needs coupled with regular exercise can significantly reduce the risk of developing bowel cancer and other gut

conditions this book provides information on how the gut functions and what can go wrong along with advice and lots

of delicious recipes that are high in fibre and resistant starch written by a team of experienced csiro researchers

including nutritional scientists and dietitians many of whom are internationally recognised authorities in nutrition and

gut health it contains simple practical advice and a wide range of tasty easy to make recipes designed to benefit the

gut and overall health this is a specially formatted fixed layout ebook that retains the look and feel of the print book

Pumpkin, a Super Food for All 12 Months of the Year 2012-08-22 a revised collection of seasonal soups for each

day of the year featuring 100 new recipes and new full color photography soup is often thought of as comfort dish for

cold weather soup of the day showcases how diverse soups can be from light gazpachos to hearty chowders cream

of tomato to chicken noodle vegetable lentils to steak and potatoes there s something to please every palate

throughout the year and plenty of full meal soups for easy dinner solutions new recipes include creamy cauliflower

soup with crispy pancetta gremolata creamy brussels sprouts soup with maple bacon indian spiced parsnip soup

with grilled naan mac cheese chili tofu kimchi stew mushroom leek wheat berries shrimp soup snow pea consommé

with cheese tortellini caramelized leek soup with blue cheese crumble lamb chickpea chili with cumin crema carrot
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gruyere soup with brown butter croutons asiago stout soup with caramelized spicy pears ramen with roasted pork

soft egg in spicy soy broth clam celery root chowder cream of black bean soup with roasted poblanos cotija cheese

provencal chard soup with lardoons ginger galangal broth with chili chicken meyer lemon potato soup tomato

tarragon soup with fennel croutons grilled asparagus green onion soup with poached egg corn spinach chowder with

avocado the recipes are categorized by month of the year and laid out in an easy to follow calendar format the

monthly calendars highlight the season s best ingredients to bring you fresh and delicious flavor combinations all

year round

The CSIRO Healthy Gut Diet 2018-09-25 baby food universe provides more than 100 recipes for healthy baby food

that range from simple one and two ingredient purees to healthy and creative toddler food

Soup of the Day 2016-10-25 provides information and instructions for those who own or dream of owning a hobby

farm or a large estate of 2 to 40 acres

Baby Food Universe 2017-10-03 this book continues as volume 2 of a multi compendium on edible medicinal and

non medicinal plants it covers edible fruits seeds used fresh or processed as vegetables spices stimulants pulses

edible oils and beverages it encompasses species from the following families clusiaceae combretaceae

cucurbitaceae dilleniaceae ebenaceae euphorbiaceae ericaceae and fabaceae this work will be of significant interest

to scientists researchers medical practitioners pharmacologists ethnobotanists horticulturists food nutritionists

agriculturists botanists herbalogists conservationists teachers lecturers students and the general public topics

covered include taxonomy botanical name and synonyms common english and vernacular names origin and

distribution agro ecological requirements edible plant part and uses botany nutritive and medicinal pharmacological

properties medicinal uses and current research findings non edible uses and selected cited references

Hobby Farms 2009 the cultivation of rice in japan has suffered from damage caused by baka nae disease in which

rice seedlings show abnormal growth elongation as the result of infection by a plant pathogen investigation of the

taxonomy of this pathogen led to the commencement of gibberellin ga research among japanese plant pathologists

who later identified it as gibberella jujikuroi its other name being fusarium moniliforme in 1926 kurosawa demon

strated the occurrence of an active principle in the culture media of fungus that showed the same symptoms as

those of the rice disease in 1938 this finding was followed by the successful isolation of the active principles as

crystals from the culture filtrate this was achieved by the japanese agri cultural chemists yabuta and sumiki of the

university of tokyo who named these active principles gibberellins a and b following world war ii this discovery

attracted the interest of scientists around the world and research on ga was pursued on a worldwide scale one of the

most outstanding discoveries in ga research after the isolation of ga as the metabolite of the plant pathogen must be

the isolation and characterization of gas from tissues of higher plants by the macmillan group west and phinney and

the tokyo university group in 1958 and 1959 thus gas have been recognized as one of the most important classes of
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plant hormones

Edible Medicinal And Non-Medicinal Plants 2012-01-30 both an exhaustive recipe resource and an authoritative

produce guide in one cooking season by season will put you back in touch with the flavors of the season evidence of

a turn to seasonality can be seen in the explosion of farmers markets across the country as people reconnect with

what s grown reared or fished local to them the number of farmers markets in the us has grown from 1 755 in 1994

to 5 274 in 2009 with 1000 recipes organized by season and season s best features highlighting which produce

tastes amazing right now and how to make the most of it cooking season by season will be the kitchen companion

you turn to 365 days of the year

Gibberellins 2012-12-06 selenium plays a significant role in preventing certain types of cancer and cardiovascular

diseases the level of selenium in the human body depends on its concentration in food in turn the content in

vegetable crops is a function of the soil plant system there are many countries in the world with low selenium

content in the soil the average daily human intake is thus limited through food chain analysis of selenium status

suggests that fortification of the soil substrate with sodium selenate and foliar application to agricultural crops are

both effective means of selenium enrichment our intention for this publication is to present the possibilities of

augmenting selenium content by biofortification of soils and plants through differentiated nutrition in the first part of

the monograph the results of selenium supplementation in model vegetation experiments are presented the next part

of the monograph presents the results of foliar supplementation of selenium in field conditions this book is an

outstanding reference source for plant breeders and researchers engaged in biofortification of horticulture crops it is

also beneficial to agricultural companies and other stakeholders

Cooking Season by Season 2012-09-17 author mee mccormick cooked her way back to health when crohn s disease

rheumatoid arthritis and hashimoto s disease knocked her down through relentless recipe testing she healed her gut

issues with a diet of organic whole foods anti inflammatory oils and nutrient rich foods in my pinewood kitchen she

shares 130 of her gut friendly gluten free recipes from breakfasts and salads to soups and smoothies to dinners and

desserts for weeknights or company she also includes the science behind why gut health is important how to stock a

gut friendly pantry and tips for how to eat for optimal gut wellness

Selenium Supplementation in Horticultural Crops 2021-04-23 the series methods in plant biochemistry provides an

authoritative reference on current techniques in the various fields of plant biochemical research each volume in the

series will under the expert guidance of a guest editor deal with a particular group of plant compounds each will

describe the historical background and current most useful methods of analysis the volumes include detailed

discussions of the protocols and suitability of each technique case treatments diagrams chemical structures

reference data and properties will be featured along with a full list of references to the specialist literature conceived

as a practical companion to the biochemistry of plants edited by p k stumpf and e e conn no plant biochemical
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laboratory can afford to be without this comprehensive and up to date reference source

My Pinewood Kitchen, A Southern Culinary Cure 2020-04-14 handbook of food fortification and health from concepts

to public health applications volume 1 represents a multidisciplinary approach to food fortification this book aims to

disseminate important material pertaining to the fortification of foods from strategic initiatives to public health

applications optimal nutritional intake is an essential component of health and wellbeing unfortunately situations arise

on a local or national scale when nutrient supply or intake is deemed to be suboptimal as a consequence ill health

occurs affecting individual organs or causing premature death in terms of public health malnutrition due to

micronutrient deficiency can be quite profound imposing economic and social burdens on individuals and whole

communities this comprehensive text examines the broad spectrum of food fortification in all its manifestations

coverage includes sections on definitions of fortifications fortified foods beverages and nutrients fortifications with

micronutrients biofortification impact on individuals public health concepts and issues and selective methods and

food chemistry handbook of food fortification and health from concepts to public health applications volume 1 is an

indispensable text designed for nutritionists dietitians clinicians and health related professionals

Enzymes of Secondary Metabolism 1993 daughter of fashion icon c z guest and winston frederick churchill guest polo

champion and heir to the phipps steel fortune cornelia guest resisted eating animal products from childhood because

of her passion for critters when her mother became ill her research compelled her to take the leap to eat cruelty free

in cornelia guest s simple pleasures she reveals the secrets of understated elegance she learned from her parents

and the family s extraordinary friends her favorite simple recipes are so delicious even the most fervent carnivores

do not miss the meat and her tips on entertaining take the stress out of any event her ulterior motive is to inspire

readers to have fun experimenting with healthy alternatives and to change the way they think about food she shows

readers how to incorporate affordable cruelty free eating into their daily lives and how to serve that wholesome food

to friends organized by season each section begins with a luscious meal a light spring lunch of chilled asparagus

soup and quinoa salad an alfresco summer dinner of veggie carpaccio and stuffed squash blossoms a fall breakfast

buffet of pecan waffles faux buttermilk pancakes and raspberry muffins and a cozy winter s dinner of shepherd s pie

with a chocolate tart for dessert each season contains recipes for beverages soups salads pasta side dishes main

courses and an abundance of desserts that everyone will love special sections feature recipes for grains greens and

beans her favorite chefs doctors a veterinarian and other health experts have contributed sidebars with tips advice

and eye opening information dismissing fussy food and pretention she believes the key to entertaining well is

simplicity cornelia guest s simple pleasures is filled with advice on how to set a lively and original table how to bring

nature inside even how to stay calm in the face of entertaining disasters she shows how a little thought and effort

makes it a snap to create a relaxed warm atmosphere and fabulous food free of animal products that will not only

please family and friends but will also allow you to enjoy your own party richly illustrated with photographs of
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personal memorabilia and of templeton her legendary home the book captures the feeling of a well lived life cheerful

colorful and unpretentious simple pleasures will give readers all they need to know to cook in the most nutritious way

possible and to serve it up with great style

Case Studies for a Workshop Research on Crop-animal Systems 2013-07-04 a charmingly illustrated journal that

offers moms to be a place to document details during the amazing whirlwind of pregnancy capture every moment

from the first reactions to being pregnant to meeting baby 41 weeks is a unique keepsake journal that invites

expectant mothers to capture the fleeting and amusing minutiae along with the unforgettable moments this

pregnancy diary covered a variety of topics from dealing with symptoms and cravings to baby nicknames maternity

clothes and so much more features classic and quirky prompts that help you capture the fleeting moments the

unforgettable milestones and all of the amusing details includes plenty of space to record week by week notes as

well as attach photos so you can easily track changes and progress divided into three sections for each trimester 41

weeks includes entertaining illustrations and helpful charts 41 weeks is a wonderful keepsake journal that will remind

you to pause and appreciate all that is happening while creating a snapshot of your pregnancy that is as unique as

you are it s an easy and fun way to record memories that will be cherished for many years to come by mom and

baby

Handbook of Food Fortification and Health 2012-06-12 wholesome recipes to inspire you to eat well

Cornelia Guest's Simple Pleasures 2019-12-17 reproduction of the original encyclopedia of diet by eugene christian

From Pea to Pumpkin 2005 this book reviews how food is processed by our body it uses simple language to explain

the chemistry of food and how our bodies use different nutrients like carbohydrates fats proteins and mineral salts to

keep us healthy the author compares processes of digesting cooked and uncooked food and drives analogies with

the animal world on what chemistry does the body use to digest raw food he explains what nutrients will are most

important for human body at every age and offers a diet based on the age criteria additionally in this book you can

find different tips for cooking healthy meals recipes and explanation on how to consume and choose different

products according to the time of the day x000d x000d x000d

Easy Healthy Recipes 2018-09-21 best selling authors mary corpening barber and sara corpening whiteford are back

with super charged smoothies the high octane follow up to smoothies and super smoothies just as lively and colorful

as their previous smoothies titles this latest installment stands out with all new recipes for delicious elixirs rich with

the nutrient packed disease fighting life changing superfoods that promote energy and vitality learn to mix blend and

sip your way to a healthier life with fruits vegetables and base ingredients such as greek yogurt and kombucha

containing the phytochemicals omegas and probiotic and antioxidant qualities that make one look and feel better

every day super charged smoothies fast yummy good for you

Encyclopedia of Diet 2021-10-28 plant parasitic nematodes devastate crops worldwide in turn impacting international
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trade social and economic development effective control of nematodes is essential for crop protection and requires

an understanding of nematode biology taxonomy population dynamics and sampling methods providing a broad

introduction to nematodes as plant parasites this book begins by describing nematodes by genera and builds on this

foundation to detail nematode biology and pest management including biological and chemical control chapters are

authored by international experts and enhanced by extensive illustrations and focus boxes fully updated throughout

this new edition is an essential resource for postgraduate students extension officers researchers and crop protection

scientists

Encyclopedia of Diet (Vol. 1-5) 2010-07-01 this book provides up to date and comprehensive coverage of the

research and application of integrated pest management ipm in tropical regions the first section explores the agro

ecological framework that represents the foundations of ipm in addition to emerging technologies in chemical and

biological methods that are core to pest control in tropical crops the second section follows a crop based approach

and provides details of current ipm applications in the main tropical food crops such as cereals legumes root and

tuber crops sugarcane vegetables banana and plantain citrus oil palm tea cocoa and coffee and also fibre crops

such as cotton and tropical forests

Economic Viability of Perennial Inter-Cropping Utilizing HASP Technology 2013-10-17 beautiful platters delicious

boards will teach you how to craft an array of serving boards sure to satisfy all tastes and budgets whether it is a

gorgeous assortment of cheeses for a formal dinner party or a simple afternoon nibble of nuts and sliced fruit

offering up anything on a serving board instantly elevates the moment this book makes a delicious serving board

design within reach no matter the time of day inside you will find easy to follow recipes for homemade crackers and

breads to preserves dips spreads pickles condiments and more to add to your charcuterie board how to guides

create contrasts of flavor and texture to assemble memorable assortments gorgeous photographs to help you select

the perfect board presentation expert advice on elevating your charcuterie boards to new levels dedicated chapters

to each season for creating the perfect serving board no matter the time of year beautiful platters delicious boards

makes a delicious serving board within reach no matter the time of day

Super-Charged Smoothies 2017-12-11 this book draws on world wide experiences and valuable lessons to highlight

community ecosystem interactions and the role of traditional knowledge in sustaining biocultural resources through

community based adaptations the book targets different audiences including researchers working on human

environment interactions and climate adaptation practices biodiversity conservators non government organizations

and policy makers involved in revitalizing traditional foods and community based conservation and adaptation in

diverse ecosystems this volume is also a source book for educators advocating for and collaborating with indigenous

and local peoples to promote location specific adaptations to overcome the impacts of multiple biotic and abiotic

stresses note t f does not sell or distribute the hardback in india pakistan nepal bhutan bangladesh and sri lanka this
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title is co published with nipa

Plant Nematology 2022-02-02 in short the ketogenic diet kick starts your body s metabolism by burning fat and

ketones instead of sugar as its primary fuel however most keto diets are packed with meat and dairy which often

creates a whole host of other issues especially for those trying to get more plants and green goodness onto their

plates and less bacon enter ketotarian dr will cole s revolutionary programme that offers a fresh modern twist on

keto by harnessing the same fat burning power but with the nutritious delicious benefits of a mostly plant based plate

it includes 75 recipes that are veggie vegan and pescatarian a four week meal plan and lots of practical tips that will

help you on your journey to optimum health renewed energy and improved brain function let the ketotarian revolution

begin this important book artfully expands access to the powerfully beneficial ketogenic diet shifting the body s fuel

from sugar to fat is immensely powerful and optimises health ketotarian presents a user friendly actionable plan so

that everyone can embrace and implement this exciting and leading edge science dr david perlmutter new york times

bestselling author of grain brain and the grain brain whole life plan

Integrated Pest Management in Tropical Regions 2023-04-18 the handbook of southern hospitality with over one

hundred recipes and tips on making guests feel at home food writer nicki pendleton wood has gathered recipes from

more than one hundred southerners that they prepare when company is coming these are the show off recipes hosts

pull out when guests are on the way whether for an intimate evening with another couple a party for a big crowd

celebrating a milestone birthday or anything in between in addition to the recipes contributors share their secrets for

making guests feel at home with ideas for entertaining and table setting dishes include crunchy fried field peas

collards with citrus and cranberries lemon miso sweet potatoes purple hull pea salad with bacon vinaigrette cuban

southern pork roast with chimichurri barbecue sauce chocolate whiskey buttermilk cake with praline topping and

many more

The Plant Holobiont Volume I: Microbiota as Part of the Holobiont; Challenges for Agriculture 2021-11-30 anna

makes food i love to eat she knows how to bring out the best in every vegetable anna jones love vegetables is

bursting with sumptuous fresh and repeatable recipes that will transform the way you perceive vegetables making

them your go to ingredient for nourishing and adaptable meals with a focus on teasing out amazing flavour from

roots shoots and leaves with a creative touch these dishes are both indulgent and satisfying for a new vibrant

repertoire you ll want to cook time and again by shifting vegetables from colourful sides to dynamic centrepieces

author anna shepherd shares the insider knowledge she has gained from her many years cooking professionally and

working with growers and farmers anna shows you just how easy and rewarding it can be to create dishes that are

as generous richly flavoured and sustaining as those with meat or fish organised by vegetable type focusing first on

alliums hardy and tender greens potatoes and creamy roots and then moving on to tougher to love roots tomatoes

and peppers sunny and savoury vegetables and liveners crispy toppings herby sauces and punchy salsas the book
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includes inspiring recipes such as sweetheart red curry pumpkin cheesy chilli baked rice scorched cucumbers with

diy burrata five spiced mushroom walnut ragu shaved celeriac hazelnut caesar aubergine chips with chopped salad

tender halloumi throughout these pages anna shares her specialist food knowledge showing you how to make the

most of fresh produce with delicious and original combinations and useful tips and insights this unique book will

boost your vegetable confidence and truly make you love vegetables

Beautiful Platters and Delicious Boards 2019-02-07 a collection of diabetic recipes

Social-Ecological Diversity and Traditional Food Systems 2015-06-30 vols for 1933 include the societys farmers

guide to agricultural research

Ketotarian 1955

Southern Cooking for Company 2024-04-02

The Plant Disease Reporter 2016

Love Vegetables 1897

The Big Book of Diabetic Recipes

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
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